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Fifty-four attend
Student Rights meeting quiet
by George Owen
Last night an open hearing was held 
in an almost empty Strafford Room to 
discuss a “ Declaration of Student Rights 
and Responsibilities” , prepared by the 
Joint Committee on Student Rights and 
Rules.
The committee was established last 
March. Four of the members were 
appointed by the president of the Student 
Senate and the others by the president 
of the University. This summer the
committee adopted a national statement 
and used it as the framework for the 
declaration.
Questions concerning the declaration 
were directed last night to the eight 
member board which drafted the re­
port. Fifty-four people attended the 
almost passive hearing.
“ The meaning of the hearing,”  sug­
gested Allan B. Prince, chairman of 
the committee, “ is to obtain your re­
actions to the declaration.”  Prince is
assistant vice president for research.
A question was brought up by Tim 
Hopkins, a political science major, on 
article f o u r  concerning a student’ s 
records which says academic records 
shall be made available to responsible 
faculty. It was pointed out that the 
term “ responsible”  was vague. Robert 
Keesey, Dean of Students, clarified the 
term “ responsible.”  He explained that 
a person who would be termed “ re­
sponsible”  would have a good and suffi-
Y.P. Barlow and Dean Mills sit on floor 
as students form Departmental Forum
Robert Barlow, academic vice - presi­
dent, and Euguene Mills, dean of Liberal 
Arts, sat on the floor in the back of the 
crowded room. “ Let’ s keep it loose, 
man,”  said one student. “ Let’ s not get 
mixed up with fancy words,”  yelled 
another. “ We gotta keep this thing 
going!”
The thing didn’t keep loose, and there 
were plenty of fancy words, but the 
Departmental Forum, a student group 
concentrating on departmental action, 
was formed anyway.
Approximately 80 students, consisting 
mainly of elected departmental repre­
sentatives, gathered at the informal 
meeting Monday night in the Coos Room 
of the Memorial Union.
Chairman David Chapman, a senior, 
called the meeting a “ bi-product”  of 
the Student Political Union, but stressed 
the fact that the organization did not 
necessarily have to be sanctioned by SPU, 
or anyone else. This decision was up 
to the students, he said.
Chapman added that the only connection 
SPU had with this group was that they 
made the announcement for the meeting. 
He mentioned, however, the possibility 
of SPU acting as a resource body for 
their organization, possibly to contact 
other schools.
President John McConnell had sent a 
letter to members of the faculty inform­
ing them of the meeting. Chapman told 
students they would not be pressured to 
organize, and that it was their preroga­
tive to decide whether they wanted to.
He also said that it was not mandatory 
for representatives to attend the meeting.
Chapman encouraged student partici­
pation that would allow voices and 
opinions to be heard.
Chapman listed 16 points that he felt 
significantly involved the departments. 
They included questions such as: Are 
the introductory courses over-crowded? 
Are students qualified to suggest texts 
used in the course? Are exams given 
to help or trick the student?
He suggested two possibilities for a 
committee: a decision making body
composed of 50% students, and 50% 
faculty or, another committee consist­
ing of just faculty.
Several other suggestions and pro­
posals were voiced by students, genera­
ting from the question of whether or 
not the group should unite formally.
After an unsuccessful attempt at voting 
on the proposals by a show of hands, 
one exasperated student jumped up with 
a proposal of his own.
“ How about the Departmental Forum? 
O.K.? Then that’ s it,”  he said and sat 
down. The students were momentarily 
quieted, then came a chorus of “ Yeah, 
that’ s a good idea.”
Barlow and Mills sat on the floor 
unnoticed through half of the meeting, 
until one student demanded that they 
leave.
“ I’ d like to add to my proposal that 
faculty and administration be allowed at
the meetings by invitation only,”  the 
student asserted.
The majority of students, however, 
felt the two administrators should stay.
Throughout the meeting, gripes were 
made known, some emotionally.
One student brought out the problem 
of having a department chaiman that 
had become too powerful because of 
too many years with tenure and mem­
berships on several other committees.
Another complained that if students 
tried to exert their rights in the de­
partments, there was the possibility of 
being intimidated through the grading 
system. If they united, they would be 
protected from this kind of pressure.
If the organization is going to be 
effective, said one, it must be open 
and informal. There should be no 
limit to the number of departmental 
representatives that are sent, and in­
stead of a formal vote, a general con­
sensus should be taken.
If we formalize, he continued, we have 
to set our boundaries.
“ This is going to be the biggest joke 
at the University,”  said one student 
after listening to the gripes and argu­
ments that seemed to be taking no 
logical direction.
The idea of electing officers was 
generally rejected. Students said it is 
easy for someone on the outside to 
coerce an individual officer.
(please turn to page 10)
Three students elected to legislature, 
faculty members Craig and O’Connell lose
Three UNH students won positions in 
the General Court, and two faculty mem­
bers lost the race for the State Senate 
and the General Court in the election 
Tuesday.
Democratic candidate Lawrence W. 
O’Connell, assistant professor of politi­
cal science, running in the 21st district, 
lost to RepublicanJamesKoromilas, who 
received 5,565 votes to O’Connell’ s 
4,295.
Although O’Connell lost the race, he 
was, however, favored in Durham by 
drawing 936 votes to Koromilas’ 892.
Robert Craig, instructor of political
Parking facilities at the Bookstore 
have been expanded.
Clifton Hildreth, head security offi­
cer, and the University Traffic Com­
mittee announced that faculty, staff, 
and students may now park in ten 
spaces in the area facing the patio, 
the south side of the building. Parking 
is limited to 25 minutes.
The four parallel spaces at the 
west side of the building are subject 
to parking rules of the general area 
but are open to faculty, staff, and 
visitors only.
science, running in the Durham-Lee 
district, was defeated along with three 
other Democratic candidates for the four 
seats in the General Court. Republicans 
took all four seats.
“ Arrrrrragh!”  said Craig on his 
defeat.
Craig received a total of 756 votes, 
more votes than any of the other three 
Democrats. The nearest Republican 
drew 1108 votes.
Peter Murphy, a senior at UNH and 
a Democrat running in ward three, won 
a seat on the General Court, drawing 
738 votes. His nearest opponent re­
ceived 659 votes.
Dan Hussey, a junior at UNH, running 
as a Republican in ward three in Roches­
ter, won a position at the General 
Court tailing 529 votes, over the 440
votes of one Democratic opponent but 
only seven more than Harold J. Vickery, 
another opponent.
Republican Jim Splaine, another junior 
from UNH, defeated two Democratic 
candidates in ward five at Portsmouth 
for a seat in the General Court.
Melville Neilson, associate dean of 
Liberal Arts, lost in the race for super­
intendent of the checking list, tallying 
709 votes, his opponent drawing 1040.
519 straight Republican ballots were 
cast in Durham, and only 53 straight 
Democrat, said Craig.
All ammendments were passed in 
Durham, except the 9th, giving the leg­
islature the ability to change salary.
Durham turned out a total of 2002 
perscms on election, 84% of the registered 
voters in town.
Dean McQuade will undergo routine surgery
Associate Dean of Students Elizabeth 
McQuade will undergo routine surgery 
in a Boston hospital next month.
Ruth Hurley, assistant dean of stu­
dents, said the operation is not expected 
to have a lengthy recuperative period.
Miss McQuade entered Wentworth- 
Douglas Hospital in Dover early in
October, suffering from larangytis.
She spent a short period in the New 
England Deaconess Hospital in Boston 
after leaving Wentworth-Douglas, and 
is now resting at her home at 5 Lundy 
Lane, Durham.
“ Miss McQuade is feeling much bett­
er,”  according to Miss Hurley.
cient reason to ask for a record, such 
as the Dean of Students.
It was a primary point at the hearing 
that the declaration would forbid keeping 
any kind of record that dealt with a 
student politically or idealogically. Aca­
demic records and disciplinary records 
would be kept separate.
Another point brought up was the fact 
that records could be subpoened by a 
court order, if one was granted to a 
federal agency. This would eliminate 
the responsibility of the University to 
turn students records over to authority.
The problem o f“ double jeopardy”  was 
explained. According to the declaration 
only when misconduct poses a clear and 
present threat to the University “ can 
an offender be tried by the Judiciary 
Board.”
The greatest problem throughout the 
hearing was one of semantics. The 
declaration itself was not questioned but 
certain words of the report were.
A question was raised by junior Pete 
Riviere as to whether the terms “ fla­
grant”  and “ serious”  should be changed 
to slanderous and libelous.
Jon Kellogg, editor of the New Hamp­
shire, responded by saying that it was 
the right of the Governors Board to 
deem a publication flagrant and serious. 
It was the right of another party who 
had been slandered to consider a pub­
lication libelous.
It was brought to the attention of the 
people at the hearing that objections to 
the declaration could be sent to the 
committee.
The problem of student participation 
was another point of some controversy. 
Robert B. Dishman, professor of politi­
cal science, remarked that a detailed 
provision of student participation in 
University matters detracted from the 
effectiveness of the document. This 
problem should be left up to the Jenks 
Committee asserted Axel Magnuson, a 
a member of the Joint Committee. An 
effective situation might not require 50% 
student participation.
It was asked that revisions to the 
declaration be made before the next 
meeting of the Jenks Committee on 
Monday, Nov. 11. The Committee who 
made the report said that nothing was 
final and that they were considering a 
method to accept the declaration.
According to Axel Magnuson, the final 
method of approval of the declaration 
is not definite neither is the final draft. 
Dishman questioned the process of re­
vision of the work. He said “ I dc 
think we should hevise piece meal. 
Record has been made of a hearing.”





The Committee on Government Or­
ganization (The Jenks Committee) will 
conduct an open hearing Monday at 
7:30 p.m. in the Strafford Room of 
the Union.
The committee w as appointed by 
President John McConnell last spring 
to study alternatives to the present 
system of University government, con­
sisting of a Student Senate and a Univer­
sity Senate.
R. Stephen Jenks, assistant professor 
of business administration, heads the 
committee, which is scheduled to present 
a report to the University Senate in 
December.
Two additional meetings concerning 
the committee will be conducted next 
week, at 1 p.m. Tuesday in the Straf­
ford Room and 1 p.m. Thursday in the 
Senate Merrimack Room of the Union.
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Hunter radicalizes/ has high hopes for campus
by Ed Brodeur 
Staff Reporter
Robin Hunter, instructor of 
political science, criticized 
President John McConnell and the 
Student Rights Organization and
defended student power Tuesday 
afternoon.
Hunter spoke at a Tattlers 
meeting before an overflow crowd 
in the Carroll-Belknap Room of 
the Memorial Union.
SWEATERVILLE U. S. A.
Veteran’s Day Sale 
3 Days
Fri. & Sat. 10:00-10:00 P.M.
Mon. 1:00-10:00 P.M.
$50.00 o f  our fine quality 
Merchandise to be given away 
Come in and Register
Open 10 to 10 Mon thru Sat.
Corner Maplewood &  Central Sts. 
Portsmouth, N. H.
“ The purpose of student power 
as I see it is to build a community 
of scholars. At least that’ s why 
I got involved in the movement. 
But to get a community of schol­
ars, it is first necessary to abol­
ish the capitalist society,’ ’ 
Hunter said.
He added that the people who 
have the most money are usually 
the ones with the most power. 
“ Until we stop these cats from 
getting so much money they’ re 
going to interfere,’ ’ he remarked.
Hunter explained the rise in 
student protest throughout the 
country. Middle class students 
enjoy security against any sudden 
drop in social status, making it 
easier for them to go “ out on a 
limb’ ’ sometimes, he said.
This is the first generation of 
the human race that has enjoyed 
this security, according to 
Hunter.
“ With the growing security 
and the growing revulsion for the 
establishinent, college students 
began to realize that the Am­
erican dream wasn’ t worth
keeping their noses, clean and 
their records straight over,’ ’ he 
said.
Hunter said the argument that 
the ideas of student radicals are 
unimportant because they do not 
apply to the “ real’ ’ world is 
absurd. “ The university is just 
as much a part of the real world 
as a factory. We are part of the 
real world and we should take 
the stand for democracy serious­
ly,’ ’ he added.
Concerning the convocation in 
the Field House last week, Hunter 
expressed regret that the Student 
Political Union didn’t have much 
to say. “ But it’ s not their fault, 
they weren’ t running it (the con­
vocation),’ ’ he said.
Hunter was critical of Dave 
Jesson’ s remarks at the convo­
cation. “ I thought what the 
Student Senate President said 
at the convocation was hilarious. 
He said ‘ I think the channels we 
have will work but if they don’t 
I’ ll be the first to lead the de­
monstrations.’ ”
“ We have to attack the assump­
Is it possible to be
passed by at 30?
Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's 
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his 
field.
Because Western Electric's an acknowledged in­
dustrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's 
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearly- 
completed Corporate Education Center near Prince­
ton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of 
over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be
offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there 
in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind.
Ask around. You’ll find that when it comes to antici­
pating change. Western Electric is way out in front. 
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there 
too. See our recruiter or write College Relations, 
222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone.
W estern  Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
tion of our culture that some 
people will lead and others fol­
low. The university is no excep­
tion. If democracy can work 
anywhere, it should be here,’ ’ he 
said.
He cautioned members of stu­
dent power organizations from 
expecting too much of President 
John McConnell. “ McConnellcan 
handle you guys easier than he can 
handle the state legislature. He’ s 
got a vested interest in pushing 
you around. Regardless of his 
state of mind, don’ t count on his 
help. It is not his personality that 
concerns us but his position in 
the social structure,’ ’ Hunter 
said.
He added that McConnell has 
“ the most ridiculous newspaper 
on this side of the country breath­
ing cfbwn his neck.’ ’ He was re ­
ferring to the Manchester “ Union 
Leader’ ’ , he later explained.
“ Contrary to rumor, William 
Loeb doesn’ t run this university, 
so let’ s not lash out too much 
against the poor cat,’ ’ he added.
Hunter praised SPU and at­
tacked the Student Rights Organi­
zation. “ I was surprised by the 
daringness of the SPU demands 
and the moderation by which the 
demands were put forward. This 
place is not going to be torn 
apart by SPU. They have im­
pressed me as being pretty re­
sponsible,’ ’ he said.
He said of SRJ, “ If I was 
McConnell, I would have been 
praying that someone would or­
ganize a counter movement to 
SPU. SRO ran in saying they 
want everything SPU wants but 
none of the bad things,”
SRO is a splinter group which 
broke away from SPU after last 
week’ s convocation.
“ What Garfield has done is 
to set back the student power 
movement 1000 people if we mea­
sure the effect in bodies and 
minds. They have split the move­
ment and have taken up the ar­
guments of the administration,”  
he said.
Hunter advised faculty mem­
bers to agitate the student power 
movement in their departments 
and among students if they wish to 
help the movement.
In getting student power we will 
have overcome a culture that ad­
vocates acquiescence, he said. 
“ This university has all the hall­
marks of developing to a pretty 
high level,”  Hunter ended.
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“When I was in graduate school, I wanted 
to make sure I’d get to use what I was learn­
ing. That’s why I went into marketing at IBM,’’ 
says John Houlihan,
John earned his MBA in 1966. He now sells 
IBM computers to mutual funds, banks and 
other financial institutions.
“ It’s a management consulting job,’’ he 
says. “The reason is, computers affect nearly 
every area of a business. I get involved 
with a customer’s accounting, finance, and 
marketing. Which means I have to know 
something about each of these areas. So I’m 
constantly using the broad scope of knowl­
edge I picked up in graduate school.”
Working at the top
Another management consulting aspect of 
John’s job is the level of people he deals with. 
“Most of the time,” he says, “ I work with vice­
presidents and the data processing manager. 
But I also have to deal with the president 
because he’s often the only one who can give 
final approval.
“And when you’re working with people on 
that level, you need the management tools 
you get in graduate school. If a customer 
starts talking about a regression analysis, I 
can stay with him. Or, I might get involved in a 
linear programming study to determine the 
optimum stock mix for a portfolio. Believe me, 
getting an MBA was worth the extra effort.”
Career areas for MBA’s
Marketing is only one of several areas for 
MBA’s at IBM. Others include finance and 
engineering. MBA’s in finance can work in 
Financial Planning and Control, Financial 
Analysis, Accounting, and Information 
Systems. In engineering, MBA’s work mainly
in industrial engineering and manufacturing.
Whatever area you choose, we think you’ll 
agree with John: “Getting my MBA was 
worth the extra effort.”
Visit your placement office
Sign up at your place­
ment office for an inter­
view with IBM. Or send 
a letter or resufne to 
Paul Koslow, IBM,
Department C, 425 Park 
Avenue, New York,
New York 10022.
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Mills seeks a 'sense of conversion’ in 4R-4R
Editor's Note: The following is 
the third in a series of articles 
on the planned effect of the 4R- 
4R course system.
by Pat Broderick
The conversion to the 4R- 
4R System is one of several 
steps the Colleg of Liberal Arts 
hopes to take this year, according 
to Eugene Mills, dean of the 
college.
At the first meeting of the Lib­
eral Arts faculty, the dean, in 
addition to stressing the impor­
tance o f the conversion, proposed 
that students be included in both 
executive and policies commit­
tees of the College.
“ We are making an effort to 
create a context of the college 
as an innovating and creative 
agent with the University, within 
that conversion to the 4R-4R 
plan,”  said Mills.
Under the 4R-4R plan which 
will begin in September 1969, 
each student will take 4 courses 
a semester. A two-week reading 
period ends each semester.
The department chairmen have 
been meeting this semester to
plan for the system.
“ We have to create a sense 
of conversion, more than merely 
an adjustment of credits,”  said 
Mills, “ It is a re-examining 
of courses and programs. The 
change represents significant ad­
justment in the organization of the 
teaching and learning process 
within each learning area of the 
college.”
Courses are the fundamental 
issue, said the dean. If the stu­
dent carries too many courses, 
the quality of his work will be 
jeopardized.
The dean e3q>ects to make few 
exceptions to the maximum four 
course Toad, depending upon the 
specific problem and academic 
performance of the student.
Mills does not consider the 
new system an economic move. 
With the elimination of old 
courses, and the addiion of new 
courses, it may be necessary to 
increase the faculty. The college, 
said the dean, is understaffed in 
a number of departments.
Mills sees the reading peiod 
as a time when a student can 
work independently in a range
Perfect syinbol 
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of activities, such as field trips, 
research, special symposia, and 
work shops.
The dean, however, forsees a 
prc^lem if the reading period 
were devoted to the student’ s 
major study, because of the de­
mands placed on him and the 
possibility of conflict.
“ I feel that the student has 
been beset by so many demands 
flrat there is lost in it a kind of 
quality, an analysis that can 
come,”  said Mills. “ I feel that 
the 4-R  system is in the right 
direction.”
zoology. History, and English, 
three Liberal Arts Departments 
also included in theGeneral Edu­
cation requirements, eachforsee 
advantages and disadvantages in 
the conversion.
Minor problems in Zoo
‘ *We have relatively minor 
problems compared to the other 
departments,”  said Paul Wright, 
chairman of the Zoology Depart­
ment. “ Most of our courses 
are already four credits.”
The General Biology course, 
which is now three credits, will 
have to have material added to 
it after it becomes a four credit 
course. No lab, however, will 
be added.
“ Because most courses al­
ready are four credits, the teach­
ing load will not be affected,”  
said Wright.
The present University re ­
quirement calls for two se­
mesters of a biological science, 
and two of a physical science. 
Under the new system, the stu­
dent will be allowed to take four 
semesters of either science, 
or a combination of both.
“ The Liberal Arts College 
faculty cannot require fewer 
courses than the University has 
specified,”  said Wright, when 
asked what power the College has 
to alter decisions of the Univer­
sity.
sity. “ But it does have the power 
to restrict the courses,”  he con­
tinued.
The College, said Wright, is 
trying to provide as many ways 
as possible to help the students 
get the requirements out of the 
way.
More courses will be offered 
in the department, but none will be 
dropped. Because of the in­
creased student load, said 
Wright, the faculty will have to 
keep in the same ratio.
If the reading period had been 
mandatory for the freshman
classes and laboratories, it would 
have been a hindrance, said 
Wright. The material would have 
been accelerated, and some parts 
of it cut out.
Wright does not see any benefit 
in the reading period for the Zool­
ogy department,
“ I think that the reading period 
in humanities is valuable, but 
it is of minimsd value in the 
sciences,”  said Wright. **A 
month investigaticm would be 
more beneficial for the sciences, 
but it is impossible with the 
present staff and facilities.”
“ I’ m sorry they have adopted 
this calendar,”  said Wright. “ I 
would have preferred to see ad­
opted the 3-3-3 term, or the 3-4-1 
calendar,”  speaking of alternate 
programs that were considered 
before the adoption of the 4R-4R 
system.
Wright feels although many 
students will be serious about 
the reading period, there will be 
an equally large number who 
won’t do anything. “ It will just 
be another vacation,”  explained 
Wright.
“ I do approve of the students 
taking fewer courses, and the 
increase to four credits instead 
of three,”  said Wright. “ But 
the calendar bothers me. We’ re 
not efficiently using the span of 
time between these fixed holi­
days.”
English Department changes
The English Department will 
undergo changes in both the Eng­
lish Literature and English Edu­
cation majors.
“ We plan to have a seven 
member committee that will dis­
cuss the problems of graduate 
requirements, and adaptation of 
the requirements to the two ma­
jors to conform to the system,”  
said John C. Richardson, chair­
man of the English department.
The department w ill have to 
reduce the number of courses  
taught, from  three courses to 
possibly two, reducing the 
number of credits from  nine to 
eight.
Richardson also predicted that 
there will be as many classes 
as there are now, but with fewer 
students in each class.
New courses that will possibly 
be added to the curriculum in­
clude senior seminars, special 
student courses, and literary cr i­
tiques.
Under the new system, said 
(please turn to page 10)
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Speech - Hearing 
'Option’ awards 
four traineeships
Four UNH students have re­
ceived a stipend of $800 and 
remission of their tuition, as 
part of a new program in Speech 
and Hearing at the University.
Betty L. Colby, Gaynelle Pow­
ell, Jane E. Sheehan, and Donna 
G. Smith were awarded the schol­
arships, established by the 
Bureau of Education for the Han­
dicapped, under the U.S. Office 
of Education.
The awards, called “ Senior 
Year Traineeships” , “ support 
students in training and promote 
those people who have a pro­
fessional interest,”  according to 
Mason Wakstein, assistant pro­
fessor of speech and drama.
The traineeships are among 
several aspects of a new option 
in Speech and Hearing, under the 
Department of Speech and Drama, 
at UNH.
Although the Speech and Hear­
ing option is not a major, Wak­
stein reports excellent results 
in placing Speech and Hearing 
students into “ topflight”  gradu­
ate schools.
“ The intent of this curriculum 
is to provide the professional ex­
perience, which would integrate 
with a graduate program to lead 
to certification in the profession­
al society, the American Speech 
and Hearing Association,”  said 
Wakstein.
“ Our involvement, with stu­
dents and faculty, has enabled 
us to show areas of need to in­
terested state agencies. The 
University has played a leader­
ship role in this aspect,”  Wak­
stein continued.
Among the services provided 
on campus are diagnosis and 
corrective aid for students who 
stutter and for students who have 
voice disorders and articulation 
problems.
“ In addition to on-campus ac­
tivities, through the fact that we 
have students in training, we have 
been able to stimulate programs 
through state agencies. Because 
of an active, continuing relation­
ship with these agencies, our stu­
dents are enjoying practical 
experience in a supervised situ­
ation,”  Wakstein said.
Each semester for the past 
few years, students have helped 
development of diagnostic and 
treatment programs by assess­
ing school children in different 
towns as to needs. The results 
of these studies are referred to 
both state and local authorities, 
and several cities and town have 
already begun work on facilities 
as a result of this work.
UNH students also travel to 
the Portsmouth Rehabilitation 
Center, where they gain clinical 
experience in working with 
school-age children.
“ The problem is this; as we 
provide service in one commun­
ity, six more communities want 
it, and there just aren’ t enough 
workers to go around,”  Wakstein 
said.
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Zorn, Keene State president and UNH trustee, resigns
Roman J. Zorn, president of 
Keene State College for the past 
four and one-half years, will 
become President of Nevada 
Southern University in Las 
Vegas, Nev., effective March 1. 
His appointment was announced 
Monday afternoon in Reno, Nev., 
by trustees of the University of 
Nevada System.
He is an ex-officio trustee of 
UNH.
Zorn, 51, came to Keene State 
College in 1964, one year after 
the State Legislature had made
Keene and Plymouth Teachers’ 
Colleges a part of the University 
of New Hampshire System. A 
native of Wisconsin, he was dean 
of the College of Arts and 
Sciences at the University of 
Rhode Island when appointed to 
the KSC post.
During his presidency, the Col­
lege has carried out a $10 million 
construction program to keep 
pace with a 62 percent increase 
in enrollments since 1964 and 
a major expansion of its academic 
programs. These include five
new major liberal arts curricula 
and a two-year degree program 
in industrial technology.
Trustees of the University of 
New Hampshire, in accepting Dr. 
Zorn’ s resignation, warmly com­
mended him for “ providing out­
standing leadership during a 
period of unparalleled growth 
and development.’ ’
Board Chairman Fred W. Hall 
Jr., of Rochester, said a rep- 
representative committee of 
trustees and Keene State College 
faculty, students and alumni will
be appointed to select Dr. Zorn’ s 
successor. Arrangements to 
assure effective presentation of 
the College’ s requests to the 1969 
Legislature and to oversee the 
College’ s day-to-day operations 
in the interim between Dr. Zorn’ s 
departure and the installation of 
his successor have been made, 
Atty. Hall said.
Nevada Southern University, 
established in 1957, is one of 
Nevada’ s two state instutitions 
of higher education. It has 3,600 
students enrolled in liberal arts.
teacher education, business and 
hotel administration, and two- 
year technology and allied health 
services programs and antici­
pates a major expansion of both 
enrollments and programs during 
the coming decade.
Its 360-acre campus is located 
in Nevada’ s most rapidly growing 
area, in terms of both population 
and industrial expansion and di- 
versification.
Turn to page seven and see wbat 
Kevin D. Kennedy has in 
Dirtbag this week.
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U.so alike, so inexorably alike:
This is the season when 
millions of members of the 
family of man—of many 
faiths—observe solemn 
holy days.
Each faith, in its own 
way, recognizes in its 
observance the oneness and 
brotherhood of man.
Carl Sandburg once
wrote: ‘'Though meanings 
vary, we are alike in all
countries__From tropics
to arctics, humanity lives 
with these needs so alike, 
so inexorably alike.”
This ideal of brotherhood 
is fundamental to 
individuals and 
organizations dedicated 
to the common good.
The International Ladies' 
Garment Workers’ Union, 
for example, comprises
450,000 men and women of 
all faiths and creeds. We 
work together and live 
together with mutual 
respect for our neighbors— 
at the next bench or in 
the next house.
It is in this spirit that ive 
extend our best wishes for 
the holiday season.
INSIDE-
issues affecting the student wi
Y tewpoinf
Don’t go to sleep yet
Members of the Student Political Union 
said over and over last week that after the 
convocation students would go right back 
to sleep. They said students would see that 
things were being done and therefore would 
go home and once again curl happily up 
with their apathy.
Some have and some haven't. There are 
students who have been busily working 
behind the scenes forming new groups. In 
addition to the SPU, there is the Student 
Rights Organization, the Faculty Coalition, 
Action, Student Departmental Committees, 
Graduate Student Groups, Students for 
Democratic Action, and probably others.
Essentially these groups are becoming 
involved in a specific area of the student 
rights movement. They have their bag- 
politics, curriculum change, housing and so 
on.
Unfortunately the groups seem to be 
developing into personality cults. They are 
fighting among themselves for power and 
popular support.
The problem is, if the groups continue to 
quible amongst each other, they will sap the 
strength of the whole movement.
We hope they will realize that they are 
essentially all working toward the same
goal — to give students the right of self- 
determination.
Last night the Student Rights Committee 
held an open meeting to discuss their report. 
Progress is being made.
We hope that this will serve as a catylst 
to reunite all groups in the overall cause of 
student rights.
We will never have freedom until we have 
a representative and responsive government.
Therefore we urge all groups working for 
change, to unite and get students to attend 
the open meeting of the Committee on 
Government Reorganization this Monday 
night.
A t this meeting concrete proposals for 
just representation can be submitted and 
discussed with the committee.
They want to be responsive to student 
needs, but they cannot be if students don't 
make their desires known.
Last month Stephen Jenks, chairman of 
the Reorganization Committee, held an 
open discussion at TATTLER 'S . Only TEN  
students attended.
If that happens again, and students do 
not get the kind of government they want — 
they will have no one to blame but them­
selves.
Ctounterpoint
There is error in your facts
This is in reference to your October 29 
issue Viewpoint, titled "There are degrees 
of offense."
There is error in your facts. The Office 
of the Dean of Students was not consulted 
by the coed who misplaced her residence 
hair key. You cite us as having responded. 
The situation was first known in the office 
by receipt of copies of the coed's letter and 
a letter from the Assistant Director of 
University Housing two days after the 
incident.
There is oversight in this situation. The 
University administration and students have 
carefully developed and nurtured a petition 
process to permit an individual to seek a 
redress of grievances. The coed made no 
attempt to use the process. She may not 
know of the process. Instead she asked the 
Vice President of the Student Senate, as 
Chairman of the Student Rules Committee, 
to recommend a change in rules to accom­
modate her situation.
The pen is mighty, but it is not the 
single source of enlightenment, intelligence, 
reason and consideration. Neither are stu­
dents, or faculty, or administration mem­
bers, a single source of enlightenment, 
intelligence, rationality and consideration. 
It is possible that any one can be a source 
of these high qualities of human develop­
ment, but not every one. Any who are 
fortunate enough to possess these qualities 
in their own personal development could 
agree: 1) distinctions must be made for 
degrees of offense; 2) there must be a 
differentiation between an obvious mistake 
and an intentional abuse of privilege; 3)
the administration must not inconvenience 
students; 4) students must not inconven­
ience administration; 5) some administrators 
administering a system can be efficient and 
reasonable; 6) some students administering 
a system can be efficient and reasonable; 7) 
to quote a person one must hear him speak; 
8) in extenuating circumstances exceptions 
must be made; 9) if too many exceptions 
must be made, a rule must be changed; 10) 
administration should look at students' 
problems as individual cases; 11) the admin­
istration of any aspect of the University 
must provide justice to individuals; 12) the 
coed should pursue her individual case 
for redress of grievances.
The Office of the Dean of Students has 
been charged with the administration of 
regulations on conduct. If we shall be used 
by students in a step toward redress of 
individual grievances, we shall do our most 
enlightened, intelligent, reasonable, consid­
erate best to serve justice. Even more than 
that, a great many administrators on the 
campus have the same attitude and dedica­
tion, including members of the Housing 
Office. Individual students must be willing, 
however, to expect this and, if they are re­
buffed and believe they are not being 
treated fairly, then they are invited as 
individuals, to use the petition process to 
seek justice.
For want of a nail a shoe was lost. I have 
no doubt that our coed will get justice if 
she pursues this properly and would invite 
her to present her petition to the Women's 




letters and opinions from
NAKO SAYS HONKING WILL 
SOLVE WORLD’S PROBLEMS
This is an editorial contribution 
from me. George B. Nako
Thank you for your cover story 
on me and my office, however you 
forgot my picture.
GBN
HOW TO SOLVE THE WORLD’ S PROB­
LEMS
The problems ofthe world are caused 
by too much communication. Communi­
cation leads to understanding and 
understanding means trouble.
Why?
Because we can only really and hon­
estly dislike those people we under­
stand. Who do you really dislike?
Strangers?
Of course not. You dislike your fam­
ily and close friends. Your parents, 
your wife, and your children. You dis­
like them because you understand them 
and vice versa.
In World War H, the Germans and 
the Japanese were our enemies and 
perpetrated, equally, all sorts of un­
pleasantness upon us. Today we regard 
the Japanese with admiration and af­
fection and the Germans with suspicion 
and hostility, because the Japanese are 
Oriental and inscrutable and we don’ t 
understand them. The Germans, how­
ever, are Teutonic (English is a Teu­
tonic language) and scrutable, and we 
understand them only too well.
In order to halt the disastrous growth 
of understanding in the world, we 
must—each of us—start now to cut 
down on the amount of communication 
that exists.
We must improve our vocabularies 
by forgetting one word each day.
Start out by forgetting “ hate” . Then 
forget “ ugly”  and “ foreigner” . Then 
work up to forgetting such words as 
“ fathead” , “ meathead” , “ stupid” ,* 
“ LBJ” , “ lousy”  and “ idiot” . All 
imcomplimentary words. Without un­
complimentary words, we will be unable 
to express our true feelings and there­
fore will be unable to communicate. 
Pretty soon, if everyone improves their 
vocabularies in this way, we will all 
love each other and will have Universal 
Peace, Tranquility, and not teevees 
turned up loud at midnight.
Of course forgetting one word a day 
will leave a lot of holes in the con­
versations, but there is a solution to 
this problem; an all-purpose, harmless 
word that can be substituted for the word 
forgotten.
The all-purpose word is “ HONK” .
You’ d be surprised how easily you 
can work “ honk”  into any situation. 
If you feel neglected at a party, simply 
say “ Honk”  several times in a loud 
voice, and you’ ll quickly become the 
center of attention.
“ Honk”  can be used an as exple­
tive; “ Good Honk” , “ For the love of 
Honk” , or “ Honk you, Mac!”
This all-purpose word is also handy 
if you wish to express a critical opin­
ion of pop-art, a friend’ s personality, 
or Mayor Daley,
FRIEND: What do you think of...
Self: Ooh--Honk.
Of course, “ Honk”  can also be used 
as an effective Warning Sound if you 
are in danger of colliding v^th someone.
Eventually I foresee the happy day 
when conversations will consist en­
tirely of this word.
HE: Honk?
SHE: Honk.
HE: Honk, honk, honk.
SHE: Honk-honk. Honk?
HER FATHER: Honk, honk, honk, 
honk, honk, honk, honk. Honk, honk, 
honk. Honk, honk, honk.
HE: Honk.
SHE: Honk.
You’ ll have to admit this doesn’ t 
sound any sillier than most of the 
conversations you hear about weather, 




In your editorial of Friday, 1 Nov 
concerning the Thursday conv< 
you stated “ Pilar tried to m 
University Senate appear to b< 
fective organization, which it i 
Indeed, had I tried to do as you 
I am certain that some sixty-od 
tors, including the entire Facult 
cil, would have risen in protest 
I did intend to convey (in an inc 
short space of time) was that 
University Senate was a WOR 
body (neither totally ineffective 
timally effective), 2) the Senate 
operating in a vacuum with no < 
for the student and 3) the Sen 
long been at work instituting
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The 9th of November is Legis 
Day here at UNH. All of ou 
legislators have been invited t 
to the University to watch ou: 
ball team play, see the high 
bands perform at half time, ai 
the campus to note all of ou 
derful facilities. The purpose 
day? To put our legislators in 
favorable frame of mind towar 
this budget year.
But if this is the purpose th 
bring the legislators on a w 
when many students have gone 
there are no classes in sessk
Out in left
The computers predicted 
would go for Nixon, CBS put a 
beside his name and Walter C 
announced that Richard M. Nis 
the 37th President of the United
The Nixon supporters were 
and relieved. The Humphrey 
though defeated, were also re 
The election was over, the peo 
come forth and made their se]
Nixon announced he was g< 
Florida. Humphrey is headed 
Virgin Islands. Barry Goldwat 
he was going fishing. Most 
plan to sit back and watch i 
president. They hope he can 
change things. The election 
has come and now it’ s time to 
to sleep.
However, while the candids 
South to recuperate and the 
go back into hibernation for 
four years, the real activists w 
tinue the fight. These peopl 
that it takes more than a new 
dent to solve the hard questic 
bitterly divide this nation.
But as these activists have 
out no single man, no single ac 
tration can solve such comple 
lems as race riots and the \ 
War. During the past four ye 
Johnson Administration has tr





(albeit too slowly for many). Your 
statement “ Hopefully the first thing 
the Jenks' Committee will do is to 
abolish University Senate”  has many 
supporters in the University Senate. 
Just for the record, the Jenks' Com­
mittee arose out of the Senate’ s con­
cern that the present legislative system 
needed restructuring in order to make it 
more responsive to the needs of the 
University community and to make it a 
more effective instrument for effecting 
necessary change. Discussion leading 
to the formation of the Jenks’ Com­
mittee began during the fall of 1967 
and involved both the Faculty Council 
and the Rules Committee. On 14 Feb­
ruary, 1968 the Rules Committee pro­
posed to the Senate a charge to the 
Faculty Council to initiate a study 
of University government. On 11 
March, 1968, the Faculty Council re­
quested President McConnell to form 
what is now known as the Jenks Com­
mittee. Therefore, it is abundantly 
clear that the University Senate has 
itself started the machinery which may 
conceivably speed its demise.
In reference to your allegation that 
I attempted some co-opting, I can only 
offer the observation that the word 
“ co-opt”  has been flung around with 
such gay abandon during the past few 
weeks that it has lost all meaning. 
Therefore, I submit that a sufficient 




aSLATOR‘S DAY; EVERYTHING ISN‘T H U N K Y-D O R Y
the whole pace of University life has 
slowed. If we want to impress upon 
the legislator the pressing need of 
this institution for funds, then the time 
to ask him to visit is on a weekday.
Let him drive into the University in 
time for an eight o’ clock class and 
then try and find a place to park. 
Let him stand in line at Stillings for 
10, 15, 20 minutes, to get something 
to eat. Takes him to Howes Aud. or 
good old Spaulding 135 and let him sit 
in a hot overcrowded lecture hall for 
an hour. Take him to a build-up in a 
dormitory. Let him read a University
catalogue and compare current with 
previous TimeAtoom Schedules, and 
talk to students carrying minimal 
course loads because they were unable 
to add all the courses they needed.
We don’ t want the legislators to come 
and go feeling that everything is hunky- 
dory, everything isn’ t hunky-dory that’ s 
why we invited them in the first place. 
A pity they couldn’t have come on Reg­
istration Day. For then they might 
better realize that educational progress 
is not measured solely in numbers of 




failed. Previous administrations were 
no more successful. The failure is not 
due to a lack of ability or desire, but 
to a lack of community action.
The problems aren’ t going to be 
solved until the “ they”  that are sup­
posed to solve them become “ we” .
This Saturday as “ they”  travel south 
“ we”  will travel north to the symbol of 
authority in this state. Concord.
We will go there first to inform 
our government what we are dis­
satisfied with. At 1 p.m. people 
from all over the state will meet 
in front of the State House to show 
this dissatisfaction.
Statements of specific grievances 
will be presented at that time. These 
statements will come from different 
organizations in the state that are 
seeking change.
From 2:00 -  4:00 at the Kimball 
Street School, North Spring Street, 
concerned people will meet for work­
shops to discuss common problems 
and to unite to further their specific 
goals.
People from the Portsmouth Poor 
People’ s campaign and others dis­
satisfied with the New Hampshire wel­
fare system are going to Concord to 
meet with others and discuss how to 
change the state’ s backward welfare
system.
Students from UNH, Keene and Ply­
mouth will attend the meeting to discuss 
College Organizing. Incidently, over 
fifty students sat-in front of the Keene 
State administration building Wednes­
day to protest the firing of a professor.
Under the direction of the New Hamp­
shire Committee for Peace in Vietnam 
the following workshops are planned; 
The Press in New Hampshire, Racism, 
Welfare and Poverty, Ending the War 
in Vietnam, Lobbying in New Hamp­
shire, High School Organizing, College 
Organizing, New Hampshire Education, 
The Draft, Community Organizing, and 
the New Hampshire Tax Structure.
Experienced persons in these fields 
will attend the workshops. They inc- 
clude: Ken Zwicker, Sentinal; Ann
Fortin, Portsmouth Poor Peoples’ 
Campaign, Virginia Colter, Concord 
Area Committee for Peace, John Me 
earthy, high school teacher, Jerry 
Kelly, VISTA, and Douglas Macey, Pro­
fessor of History at New England 
College.
As President-elect Nixon bathes his 
body under the warm Florida sun we 
will be in Concord, our backs to the 
chilly November wind.
We will not be quiet because we 
are not satisfied. We will not rest, 
because we are not tired.
Emile? He went that-a-way!
bg b. kmmb^
“I f  I  laugh, it is on ly that I  shall not iveep’
As I was on my way downtown ear­
lier this week, I happened to run into 
my old friend Otto Kunkel, whom I 
had not seen in some time, I asked 
him what he was up to, as he seemed 
to be in quite a hurry.
“ I’ m into the student power bag,”  
he said. “ Everybody’ s starting an or­
ganization. Like Matt Garfield said, 
‘ Every student should have a repre­
sentative vehicle to which they can 
make known their grievances or sug­
gestions for improvement and
change.’ ”
“ But what does that have to do with 
you?”  I asked, remembering that Otto 
wasn’ t the student power type.
“ Plenty. I’ m following the honorable 
Mr. Garfield’ s example by founding not 
one, but two new student power
groups--SPIC and SPAN,”  he said.
“ Pray continue,”  I said.
“ W ell,”  said Otto, clearly excited 
at the chance to expound his ideas, 
“ SPIC (Students Protesting for Insig­
nificant Causes) is designed for 
would-be activist students who have 
difficulty identifying with such issues 
as representation on University Senate 
or a voice in hiring and firing of 
faculty,”
“ SPAN (Students Protesting Against 
Nothing),”  he continued, “ is designed 
for apathetic students who want it to 
look good on their records that they 
belonged to a student activist group.”
“ What are your demands?”  I asked.
“ W ell,”  began Otto, choosing his 
words with care, “ SPIC’ s first and 
foremost demand is STP (Softer Toilet 
Paper). If you’ve ever had chronic 
diarrhea you probably know what I 
mean. The toilet paper used here 
is of such poor quality that THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE could be printed on it.”
I was about to observe that some 
people think that THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE is of such a poor quality that 
it could be used as toilet paper, but 
Otto went on talking.
“ Now, what the whole issue boils 
down to is that the Administration is $• 
totally unresponsive to the daily S 
needs of the students,”  said Otto ;$ 
strongly. “ T-Hall can give us rep- 
resentation on all decision-making $; 
bodies, a bigger say in housing and vj 
dining hall policy, but we, the stu- 
dents, will never be satisfied until our 
basic demands are met. And the number 
one demand is Softer Toilet Paper. ;j:j
“ I’ m glad to see you’ re willing to 
stand up for students’ rights,”  I said.
“ It’ s hard to take this injustice •:$ 
sitting down,”  replied Otto.
Returning to matters at hand, I asked 5̂- 
Otto, “ What about the actual structure 
of SPIC ? Are you following Mr. Gar- 
field’ s example in this respect also?”  
“ Why, yes, it was decided at the 
outset that the executive board of SPIC 
would be chosen democratically from 
among the membership.”
“ And so it was: at the first meeting t;i; 
of SPIC, held three nights ago in a 
shower stall,I, the only member of SPIC fiji 
at the time, voted myself to be the ex- 6; 
ecutive board.”  K;
‘ ‘ But that doesn’ t sound de mocratic, ’ ’
I said. g:
“ But it was,”  countered Otto. “ I 
got a majority of the votes.”
“ But there was no mention of the 
meeting in the local papaers?”  I said, 
figuring I had found his weak point.
“ The press was invited,”  Otto pro­
tested. “ The sweet young thing re­
porter from THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
declined my invitation, even when I 
offered to share my soap with her.”
At a loss for words, I bid goodbye 
to my friend and continued on down the 
street. As he hurried on his way, he 
shouted back to me, “ Wait ‘ til next 
week. There’ s a leaf-fight scheduled 
with the Administration, and if SPIC 
wins, we get sole control of the Gar­
bage Committee.”
I wished him luck.
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Schilling sets world record to win a girl’s heart
by Miguel Justiniano
A world record in non-stop 
walking was set last week-end 
by Falko Schilling, 21, a sopho­
more drama major.
Schilling, who was honorably 
discharged from the Air Force 
because of a knee injury, walked 
131.2 miles in 40 hours, beating 
the record of 121 miles and 385 
yards set in 1883 at Truckee, 
California.
He started walking at 1 a.m. 
Saturday under heavy rain. Schil­
ling followed a 6 -mile circle, 
starting at Parsons Hall park­
ing lot, continuing to Mill Road, 
Route 155-A uptothe Apple Farm, 
Rte. 4, and entering campus 
through College Road.
From the start, he faced many 
difficulties. A dog was hit by a 
car so close to Schilling that the 
dog’ s blood sprinkled him.
The visibility was very poor, 
and cars avoiding the dog nearly 
hit the student several times.
He admits he felt very lonely, 
since only a few friends ap­
proached him during the night to 
feed him. He ate chocolates and 
drank liquids.
Saturday morning, several 







3 on the War Against the
ig: Martin Duberman says 
3 in power in our universi- 
are blind to student 
;ipies.
3S Dickey on Allan Seager 
Theodore Roethke.
4ore Vietnams? is it even 
rea :stic to insist on this? . . .  
Where does the Vietnam ex­
perience leave us in our rela­
tions with the U.S.S.R. and 
China? (The first of two ex­
cerpts from a conference at 
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by ROBiRT L  SHORT
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, 
Lucy, Linus, and Schroeder 
dramatize new parables to 
fit our times.
Cloth, $4.95 /  Paper, $1.95 
At all bookstores
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College Relations Director
c /o  Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send m e 
a SheratcHi Student 
L D .soIcan  save up 




Reservations with the speciai iow rate are confirmed in advance 
(based on availability) for Fri., Sat., Sun. nights, pius Thanks­
giving (Nov. 27-Dec. 1), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July 
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer 
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time 
of check-in and may be requested.
Sheraton Hotels & M otor Inns (§)
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merit joined him at intervals. His 
best moments of the day, how­
ever, came later.
“ When the band played at the 
football game,’ ’ Schilling said, 
“ I felt great and marched with 
it.’ ’
“ Listening to the Star Spangled 
Baimer made me feel very proud. 
That was the best part of the day,’ ’ 
he said.
At 9:15 p.m., after 20 hours 
and 45 minutes on the road, he 
was walking as if he were late 
for an eight o’ clock class. He 
agitated his arms shouting, “ I’ ll 
make it! I feel great!’ ’
He had walked 77 miles, and 
he had broken blisters on his feet.
Schilling wanted to break the 
world record to gain the favor 
of a girl. He refused to give 
her name, identifying her only 
with a Greek nickname.
“ She lives in Jessie Doe,’ ’ he 
said, “ and a few weeks ago I 
serenaded her under her window 
with a song that I wrote.’ ’
“ She doesn’ t know that I’ m 
doing this for her,’ ’ he said while 
walking.
By midnight Saturday, Schilling 
was suffering hallucinations. 
John Edwards, associate pro-
THE WALK to Win a fair damsel’ s heart by Falko Schilling. Ac­
companying Falko are from 1. to r. Pam Benham, Falko, and Ann 
Thomson. In the background are Gilbert Davenport and 'Jim Wizkins.
(photo by Justiniano)
Concert Choir announces schedule
The University Concert Choir 
has announced concert plans for 
the coming year.
The first concert is scheduled 
for early in December, when the 
choir will present a Christmas 
concert at the state hospital in 
Concord.
One week later they will tape 
a half-hour Christmas show for 
WBZ-TV, Boston. The program 
will be telecast from WENH, 
WBZ, and Armed Forces Radio 
overseas.
A program of Christmas music 
will be presented in Johnson
Theater just before Christmas 
vacation at the annual UNH 
Christmas Concert.
The Concert Choir is under the 
direction of Prof. Karl Bratton. 
Piano accompanist for the choir 
is Helen Lee Smith of Man­
chester, assisted by organist 
Bonnie Marshall of Kittery, Me.
Officers of the choir were re­
cently elected for 1968-69. They 
are: Bill Davis, president; Jan 
Garon, secretary; Cindy John­
son, treasurer; Bill Sandford, 
manager; and Roger Reckis, as­
sistant manager.
fessor of speech and drama, ap­
proached him around midnight, 
and, to his surprise. Schilling 
did not recognize him.
The student exclaimed, “ I’ m 
Falko Schilling, and I don’ t need 
a ride!*’ Many cars had passed 
offering him a ride.
Later on, he was seeing foot­
ball players sitting on trees, and 
police cars that looked like big 
creamy cakes with a bright candle 
on top.
“ My legs are gone!’ ’ exclaimed 
Schilling Sunday morning. “ I’ve 
been walking sideways and back­
wards to use all the muscles I 
have. But I’ ll make it.’ ’
He was traveling one and one- 
half miles per hour, and had 
completed 111 miles. He was 
walking painfully now, but talked 
effusively with his friends from 
the drama department, who never 
let him alone on the last day of 
his painful journey. At all times 
he kept track of time and distance 
covered.
Gilbert Davenport, assistant 
professor of speech and drama 
and Edward’ s family were also 
walking with him. The police 
chief of Durham and Andrew 
Mooradian, athletic director, 
visited him often.
At 4:50 Sunday afternoon Schil­
ling ended the walk singing “ Send 
My Regards to Broadway’ ’ lead­
ing a crowd of 30 friends and 
members of the actor’ s crew of 
“ We Have Always Lived in The 
Castle’ ’ , who joined him after 
giving their last performance 
that afternoon.
He was taken in arms to a car 
and driven to Hood House where 
Dr. Crandall examined him.
Crandall pronounced him in 
good condition, except for blis­
ters on his feet. He slept in 
Hood House and walked back to 
Stoke, his residence, on Monday 
morning.
Schilling never had any real 
training for the walk. The only 
“ training’ ’ he had was in the 
University Children’ s production 
“ The Great Cross Country 
Race’ ’ , in which he played the 
role of “ Hare’ ’ , a character that 





The University of New Hamp­
shire Symphony Orchestra will 
present its first concert of the 
1968 season at 8 tonight in UNH’ s 
Johnson Theater. The program 
includes Dvorak’ s “ Symphony 
No. 2 in D Minor’ ’ , and an elec­
tronic orchestral work entitled, 
“ Rhapsodic Variations, for tape 
recorder and orchestra. There 
is no admission charge.
Petitions Available
Petitions for Student Senate 
president and vice-president are 
available in the Student Senate 
Office, at the Memorial Union. 
A minimum of 100 signatures 
is necessary and petitions must 
be turned in with a certificate 
of a cumulative 2.0 average from 
the registrar’ s office. The dead­
line for filing petitions is Monday, 
November 25, at 4 p.m. in the 
Senate Office.
Women’s Sk i Club
The Women’ s Skiing Club will 
sponsor an introduction to wo­
men’ s competitive skiing pro­
gram and a film on international 
races at Stowe’ s 1966 Slalom, 
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m., in theN.H. 
Hall Alumni Room, Refresh­
ments will be served following 
the meeting.
Ski Instructor’s Clinic
The Ski Club announces a pre­
season instructor’ s clinic, open­
ed to advanced skiers who would 
like to instruct skiers, or learn 
additional techniques. The clinic 
will be conducted Monday at 




Doug Stevens of RHAC would 
like to meet with any students who 
have questions or ideas concern­
ing residence hall students.
Office hours are scheduled from 
12-1 p.m. Monday, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays, and 1-4 p.m. Tues­
days and Thursdays. If office 
hours are not satisfactory, please 
call Ext. 761 for a more con­
venient time.
Civil Service Exam
Placement Director Edward J. 
Doherty has made arrangements 
with the U.S, Civil Service Com­
mission to hold an evening, on- 
campus Federal Service En­
trance Examination. The test 
will be given on Wednesday, Nov­
ember 13, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 
230, Kingsbury Hall. No previ­
ous application is required. This 
examination is recommended to 
seniors and graduate students 




by John Lewis of Ogunguit
Now At Potpourri
The Stamp Lobby of the Post 
Office will be closed all day 
Monday, Veteran’ s Day. The Box 
Lobby will be open from 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. There will be no 
deliveries except Special Deliv -  
ery Mail, and parcels marked 
perishable will be delivered if 
within the City Delivery Area. 
Street Letter Boxes will be ser­
viced at 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. Dis­
patches are at 8:55 a.m. and 
3 p.m.
Got an announcement to make? 
Pick up a Bulletinboard form at 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE Office. 
Room 120 MUB.
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RHAC makes plans to add color to rooms. 
Service Dept, warns of inconvenience
by Pete Riviere
For all students disturbed by 
the color scheme in their rooms, 
or by the lack of any color at 
all, the Residence Hall Advisory 
Council has news.
Eileen Johnston, chairman of 
the RHAC housing committee, an­
nounced that arrangements have 
been made with the Housing and 
Service Departments to begin 
painting rooms in Englehardt 
about November 18.
Miss Johnston explained, 
''Statements were sent to all 
dorm presidents notifying them 
of the plans.”  A proposal in 
favor of painting must receive 
majority acceptance from each 
hall before painting can begin.
She added that the idea of paint­
ing the dorms "stemmed from 
problem petitions submitted by 
the dorms. Painting of rooms was 
the most recurring problem.”
"A fter approval of the reso­
lution by a dorm, the students 
must report all items of needed 
repair in their rooms. The Ser­
vice Department will then inspect 
the rooms and take action on all 
necessary repairs. The student 
will then be notified two weeks 
before the day his room is to be 
painted.”
A student may arrange to have 
this date changed, if he exchanges 
dates with a student in the same 
general area of his hall.
He may also pick the color of 
his room. Pink, blue, green, 
yellow and beige are the current 
offerings. Head residents will 
be provided with color charts 
from which students may choose.
Some inconvenience
Miss Johnston foresees some 
inconvenience in the painting. 
"Students will have to remove 
all decorations from the walls, 
remove clothing from closets and 
all articles off the tops of the 
desks and bureaus, and place 
them on the beds. Painters will 
then move the furniture to the 
center of the room and cover it 
with spray cloths,”  she said.
"The students must be out of 
the rooms by 7:00 a.m. but they 
may return after the paint dries, 




Be prepared for a stand-in. 
Don’t compromise. Insist on 
foot comfort with distinc­
tive styling. Demonstrate 










C ONCENTRATED GO LD EN BREATH DROPS
Stanley Plummer, director of 
housing, said, "W e must be sure 
the program we’ re embarking on 
will be successful and acceptable 
to the student.”
"P m  not familiar with dorm 
.conditions,”  explained Plummer, 
"because I’ ve been here such a 
short time. Both Housing and 
the Service Department have been 
getting feetfiiack from RHAC to 
get this done,”  said Plummer.
The housing director was as­
sured of ready acceptance by the 
students in most halls. But, when 
notified that some resistance 
exists in several dorms he said, 
" I f  students don’ t come forward 
and let their opposition be known 
then RHAC, Service and Housing 
are going to be criticized for 
doing something for the stu­
dents.”
No crash program
Plummer further explained 
that "ou r objective is to go into 
a hall where the attitude for the 
plan is good and to cause as little 
inconvenience to the students
while leaving Hie rooms as close 
to the way they should be paint- 
wise.”
He expressed some anxiety 
that "this be classified as a 
crash program, and that it not 
be done if the students aren’ t 
in favor of it.”
The Service Department has 
hired two painters who will work 
on exterior until Nov. 18, and then 
move inside to begin the room 
painting. A new airless spray 
apparatus was purchased by the 
Service Department to facilitate 
and speed up the process.
"During the summer months 
the Service Department must 
work on academic buildings, and 
the size of the crew doesn’t 
permit then to work extensively 
on Residence Halls,”  said Plum­
mer. ____________
Now that the Pizza Den and the 
Meetinghouse serve beer we’ re 
waiting for an announcement from 
the MUB food service that Bud- 
weiser will be on tap between the 
Tab and Root Beer fountains.
C lA SS IF IED A D S
ATTENTIO N: UNH STUDENTS S f^ ia l discount anytime 
during open bowling. 30 cents a string. I.D . cards must be 
shown. Friend^ip Lanes, Route 108 North Main Street, 
Newmarket, N. H. Hours: 4:00 p.m. *til midnig^it. Tele­
phone 659-51 24 for reservations.
DRESSMAKER: Dressrnaking and a lt^ tio n s . Telephone 
742-0145.
LOST: Slim black cat with white face, feet and stomach. 
Name is "Spider'^. Reward: Call 868-2263.
COTE JEWELERS
DIAMONDS WATCHES SILVER  
WATCH & JEWELRY 
REPAIRING
Jenkins Court 
Next to Franklin Theatre
For the Liberal Arts Major,
PQT can open a whole new world 
of opportunity. . .
Each year, NSA offers challenging 
career opportunities to Liberal Arts 
majors through participation in the 
Professional Qualification Test.
This year, NSA has scheduled the PQT 
for Saturday, December 7, 1968. 
Completion of this Test by the Liberal 
Arts major is a prerequisite to 
consideration for NSA employment.
The Career Scene at NSA:
The National Security Agency is the 
U.S. Government agency responsible for 
developing invulnerable communications 
systems to transmit and receive vital 
information. As an NSA professional, 
you will be trained to work on programs 
of national importance in such 
areas as:
• Cryptography— developing & logical 
proving of new cryptologic concepts
• Research— t̂he gathering, analysis, 
and reporting of substantive data
• Language— used as a basic tool of 
research into a number of 
analytical fields
• Programming— includes data
systems program writing, and 
development of mechanical and 
administrative procedures 
• Documentation— technical writing 
in its broadest sense, including 
research, writing, editing, 
illustrating, layout and reproduction
Your specific academic major is of 
secondary importance. Of far greater 
importance are your ingenuity, 
intellectual curiosity and perseverance 
— plus a desire to apply them in 
assignments where “imagination is 
the essential qualification.’’
SALARIES start at $6981.00 and are 
supplemented by the benefits of 
career federal employment.
ADVANCEMENT AND CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT— NSA promotes from 
within, and awards salary increases as 
you assume greater responsibility.
NSA also is anxious to stimulate your 
professional and intellectual growth in 
many ways, including intensive formal 
as well as on-the-job training.
Advanced study at any of seven area
universities can be partially or wholly 
reimbursed through NSA Fellowships 
and other assistance programs.
The deadline for PQT applications is 
November 22, 1968.
Pick up a PQT Builetin 
at your Piacement Office, it contains 
fuii detaiis and the necessary test 
registration form. Coliege Reiations 
Branch, National Security Agency,
Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland 20755. 
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R e vie w
'Pieces for post election mood'
by Rasheed Gbadamosi
Professor Donald Steelepiayed 
“ Pieces for Post Election Mood”  
in his annual piano recital Wed­
nesday night in Johnson Theater.
He played works by Brahms, 
Harris, Beethoven, Chopin, and 
Liszt.
Beethoven's “ TwoRhapsodies 
in B Minor”  and G Minor Opus 
79”  set the pace for the evening. 
Helped by the new Steinway piano, 
Steele's rendition exuded clarity.
Beethoven was followed by Roy 
Harris' “ Piano Suite” , arather 
humorous, folksy American 
piece.
Steele's treatment of Beet­
hoven's “ Sonata Opus 27, No. 2” , 
popularly called “ MoonlightSon­
ata” , got off to a delicate and 
tender start, and the final move-
DEPT.
Ski Buffs do it!
Inglish feather^
For men who want to be where the 
action is. Very schussy. Very mas- 
c ijline . ALL-PURPOSE L0T10W. 
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the com- 
piet'^ array of ENGLISH LEATHER 
men's toiletries.
A PKOUL'CT O i M EM  COMPANY. INC., NORTUVALE, N. ). 07047
(continued from pagel)
When one student noted the 
importance of maintaining indi­
viduality in  the organization. 
Chapman remarked that the im­
portant thing was to represent 
the department.
“ We have the right to knew 
what's going on in ^  dcp«rt- 
ments,”  said one girl, weiciag 
the one opteion Hiat 






K eep  th ose  p h o n e  orders 
coming!! Let us Help you 
make your next party a 
success.
Phone 868-2300
CHRISTMAS LAY AWAY 
20% down holds gift wrapped Christmas 
presents until Dec. 18.
THE RED CARPET
Open Fri. nigh'ts 'til 9
COLLEGE CORNER RESTAURANT
Open Daily 7 AM — 10 PM 
Sunday 8 AM — 10 PM
Saturday Special “ITALIANO”
Tossed salad/Italian dressing 
Spaghetti/w meat balls or veal cutlet 
Garlic bread
Pudding or jello/w  whip cream 
Tea or coffee - milk & tonic 10^ extra 
$1.60
Back By Request 
Char broiled sirlion steak 
Tossed salad/Italian dressing 
Potato and vegetable 
Rolls and butter 
Pudding or jello/whip cream 
Tea or coffee - milk and tonic 10^ extra 
$2.00
Sunday Special
Roast stuffed turkey/cranberry sauce 
Baked Virginia ham/fruit sauce 
Roast loin pork/apple sauce dressing 
Tossed salad/choice o f  dressing 
Potato and vegetable 
Rolls and butter
Grapenut custard pudding or Rasp, jello/whip cream 
Tea or coffee - niUk and tonic 10^ extra 
$ 2.00
GOOD LUCK TEAM - sock it to ‘ em
Opera workshop rehearses Rossini play
ment, presto agitato, testified to 
Steele’ s strong supporting sense 
of rhythm.
Three works by Chopin, “ Im­
promptu in A Flat” , “ Nocturne 
in E Minor” , and “ Ballad in 
G Minor”  were incisive in de­
finition and coloring.
Liszt’ s “ Hungarian Rhapsody 
No. 12”  was played fluently. 
There were two encores, one of 
which, a sonata by Schubert, was 
rather hymnal and devotional. It 
appropriately rounded off the 
evening.
Members of the UNH Opera 
Workshop are rehearsing 7 days 
a week for a production of “ La 
Cambiale Di Matrimonio”  (“ The 
Marriage Contract” ) by Giac- 
chino Rossini.
The opera, translated into Eng­
lish by Wendell Orr, will be pre­
sented Nov. 17 at 3 p.m. and Nov. 
19 and 20 at 8 p.m. in Hennessy 
Theater. Admission is $1.00 for 
adults and $.50 for students and 
children.
A 16-piece orchestra will ac­
company the cast, which includes 
Robert Stevenson, Sue Raduazo, 
Roxanna Tourigny, Carol Quinn, 
Ed Gibbs, Mike Maglaras, and 
Falko Schilling.
The opera is filled with the ro ­
mantic plots of young lovers, 
threats of duels, and comic sus­
pense. It is the first of three 
operas to be staged this year by 
The Opera Workshop, which was
organized on campus in 1965.
The performance of “ The 
Marriage Contract” , Rossini's 
first opera, at UNH will com­
memorate the 100th anniversary 
of the composer’ s death. The 
work . is still frequently per­
formed and met with success in 
New York, Montreal, and Rome 
last year.
Although the production is in 
English, some rehearsals were 
conducted in the original Italian.
Past Opera Workshop presen­
tations have included the third act 
of “ The Marriage of Figaro” , 
“ Dido and Aeneas” , and “ II 
Maestre di Musica” . Last year, 
the group collaborated with the 
University Theater to present 
“ The Threepenny Opera” .
Operas to be performed later 
this year are Mozart’ s “ Magic 
Flute”  and Donizetti's “ IlCam- 
panelle” .
REHEARSING ROSSINI— Rox-
aima Tourigny and Ed Gibbs re ­
hearse for a presentation of the 
opera, “ The Marriage Contract”  
by Rossini. The opera will be 
performed in Hennessy Theater 
Nov. 17, 19, and 20.
(l^oto by Wallner)
Only three flunk skating test Senate agenda
as frosh 'push-off and glide’
by
tm conjunaMHi vMli th* new 
*s phyaical aiaeaAiea pra- 
gram tills year, Mw ice skatlag 
practical skills teat was admiaia- 
tered at Snively Arena last week. 
The testing took place Thursday, 
October 31, and Friday, Novem­
ber 1, from nine to 12 in the 
morning and one to two in the 
afternoon.
Seventy freshmen participated 
in the test, 37 on Thursday and 33 
on Friday, and only three failures 
occurred.
The test itself was composed 
of four parts, the first of which 
was designated the “ push-off 
and glide.”  To successfully com­
plete this, the skater was re­
quired to push off with one foot 
and hold the glide on one skate 
for about half the width of the 
rink.
Gavin Carter, who adminis­
tered the test on both days, said 
that if they demonstrated suffici­
ent skill on this first test, most 
skaters could pass the rest of it.
The second part of the test was 
the “ front skate and stop.”  The 
skater was asked to front skate, 
showing striding ability and con­
trol (which could be done either 
by stopping or slowing down). 
Speed was discouraged through­
out the test.
Next came the “ back skate and 
snow play” , in which the skater 
was required to show proper 
sculling (back skating) form and 
to demonstrate control with the 
snow plow.
The last test was the “ front to 
back pivot.”  This demonstrated 
the skater's ability to pivot 
from front skating to back skat­
ing with some degree of smooth­
ness.
Each skater was tested indiv­
idually and was required to com ­
plete successfully all four parts 
of the test in order to pass.
The skating skills involved 
were quite basic, however, which 
accounts greatly for the high per­
centage of passes.
It is also likely that many 
freshmen who had considered 
taking the test, eliminated them­
selves realizing they were poor 
skaters.
Many of the skaters expressed
ia vtairtg th* facttltlee 
at aair»ly and is i«Mtoc
akattec argaaizatioaa oa eaaqMia 
(Rw liockay teams aa4 figure 
skating dirt)). The areaa will be 
open throughout the winter for 
public skating at times which will 
be announced later.
Carter said he was pleased 
with the results of the test and 
the new physical education pro­
gram in general. He feels the 
new testing method indicates a 
breakthrough in physical educa­
tion throughout the nation.
The freshmen as a whole also 
seemed quite happy with the test. 
One said that it tested basic 
skills without being “ a bluff.”  
Another skater felt that it “ ade­
quately tested one’ s aptitude for 
skating as a social skill.”
Th« iSteuteal StMte will Meat 
^^Miduy at C p.m. in th« Senate 
Room 9i tea Itemorial Union.
Axol ktepteMo raport oa 
the Joiaft Cammlttaa ter Student 
Rights and Fraadtoma. The com­
mittee conducted an opaa Waring 
last night and datails appear on 
page one of today's issue of THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
President Dave Jesson will 
discuss the question, “ Should 
students bother to stay as non­
voting members of University 
Senate?”
Executive committee member 
Suzanne Poppema will present 
her reflections on UNH’ s first 
“ Legislator’ s Day” , to be con­
ducted here Saturday. Legisla­
tors and civic leaders from 
throughout the state are sched­
uled to tour the campus and view 
the UNH-Springfield football
game.
Coffee house planned for campus, 
will stay open until 2a.m.
UNH will soon have a new 
coffee house, and it's proposed 
hours may solve the problem of 
what to do when Durham closes 
up at midnight. The coffee house 
would be open until 2 a.m.
Members of the Friends’ Meet­
ing House in Dover, and faculty, 
students, and area residents have 
been planning for it since last 
spring. The Memorial Union Stu­
dent Organization, which spon­
sored a coffee house two years 
ago in the Union, became in­
volved this fall.
Planners conducted their first 
meeting this year at the home 
of Associate Professor of Busi­
ness Administration Robin W ill- 
itts. Those present included 
President John McConnell, As­
sistant Professor of Chemistry 
David Ellis, and MUSO Presi­
dent Mark Yerby.
Talk centered on where to 
house the coffee house. Two 
feasible locations were the base­
ments of either Woolf House or 
Schoefield Hall. Though both 
basements need work done on 
them, McConnell said the Uni­
versity would defray part of the 
cost.
The meeting closed with plans 
for more investigations into the 
mechanics of securing a base­
ment and fixing it up.
CIVIL ENG INEER ING 
SENIORS!
YOUR FUTURE CAN BE IN TRANSPORTATION!
Our expanding transportation engineering 
program includes an annual billion dollars in 
highway construction.
No Exam-Tuition refunds for Graduate Study.
See our recruiter on Visit your
Placement Office Now for brochures and SIGN UP to hear 
the full story, or write to:
Director of Manpower
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
State Campus Building 5, Albany, New York 12226
4R-4R
(continued from page 4) 
Richardson, the department will 
have to make each course more 
substantial by increasing the am­
ount of reading and writing now 
being done in the class.
“ I hope that we don’ t change 
to a system that will increase 
the demands on an already busy 
faculty,”  said Richardson.
The Department of History 
considers the conversion a bene­
ficial plan.
“ I think that the Department 
of History has been pleased by the 
Senate’ s adoption of the 4-course 
plan and the liberalizatin of dis­
tribution requirements,”  said 
William R. Jones, chairman of the 
department.
The new plan, said Jones, has 
the additional virtue of focusing 
the student’ s attention on subject, 
rather than the artificial denomi­
nator of credit.
“ By limiting the number of 
courses a student will take in 
a single term, obviously the ten­
dency to fragment learning is 
better controlled and the stu­
dent is encouraged to devote 
more effort to studying subjects 
in depth, said Jones.
Old Book Shop
89 Market St. 
Portsmouth, N. H.
Old. Rare & Used Books 
We Buy — We Sell
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Analysis of a Wildcat touchdown drive
by Bruce McAdam
UNH scored the winning points 
against Rhode Island on a five- 
play touchdown drive last Satur­
day. A subtle change in Rhode 
Island’ s defense allowed the 
Wildcats to use this series of 
plays successfully.
The scouting reports showed 
that, in previous games, Rhode 
Island didn’ t have the type of de­
fense which was susceptible to 
UNH’ s “ flea-flicker”  play. This 
play starts out just like a power 
sweep as Walsh pitches back to 
his right halfback. Then Walsh 
continues back and takes a return 
handoff from the halfback. He 
then fades back to pass behind 
the primary protection of the left 
guard.
It was obvious by the second 
quarter that the Wildcats could 
run what they call a “ short- 
side”  series. This involves 
running each play away from the 
side that the wingback lines up on.
After holding Rhode Island deep 
in the Rams’ own territory in 
the second quarter the Wildcats 
received a punt at the Rhode 
Island 37-yard line where they 
started the series.
On the first play Walsh pitched 
back to Chip Breault who handed 
back to Walsh. As left guard 
Chuck Lepisto gave Walsh good 
pass protection, left end Bob 
Robichaud snuck towards the 
right sideline into the open. 
Walsh hit him with aperfect pass. 
Then right end Cal Wallingford 
applied a crushing block to the 
closest Rhode Island defender to 
spring Robichaud loose for 20 
yards and a first down at the 
Rhode Island 17.
Here Walsh handed off to 
Shaughnessy on the “ short-side”
TOUCHDOWN—Quarterback Ed Walsh sprints around right end eluding Ram safetyman Terry 
Hogg, who is preoccupied in defending halfback Bill Phillips (not in picture), and scores winning 
touchdown. (photo by Moyer)
series. Shaughnessy hit off right 
tackle for three yards. However 
a Ram defender was charged with 
a personal foul and Rhode Island 
was penalized half the distance to 
the goal.
With a second down and one at 
the nine-yard line Walsh again 
called on Mike Shaughnessy. He 
went up the middle for two yards 
and a first down, but almost broke 
into the end zone.
UNH then had a first down ana 
goal-to-go from the six, so they 
went into their “ goal-line”  of­
fense. Walsh rolled out to the 
left and had good running room, 
but he slipped and fell forward for 
only two yards.
Walsh felt that he could have 
made it into the end zone on this
play if he hadn’ t slipped so he 
called a roll-out again. This time 
the Wildcats went into a T -for ­
mation. On this particular play 
Eddie doesn’ t decide which side 
to run to until he gets set behind 
the center.
This play is diagrammed be­
low.
When he got to the line of 
scrimmage Walsh called this op­
tion play to the right side. The 
offensive right tackle, Jim 
Koshko, blocks the defensive
tackle in front of him. Cal Wal­
lingford, the right end, goes out 
to block the safety. Right half­
back Breault cuts down the de­
fensive end.
Walsh takes the snap from 
center and moves to the right 
where he fakes a handoff to the 
fullback Shaughnessy coming 
through. Since UNH has been 
running Shaughnessy frequently 
the safety went for this fake and 
was taken out of the play.




New Hampshire’ s Varsity Har­
riers swept the first eight places 
against St. Anselm of Manchester 
in their last home meet of the 
season, to win their sixth meet 
in seven starts, 15-50,
Seniors Bob Vanier, Ev 
Dunklee, Rick Bell, and Jack 
Greenbaum led the way for Coach 
Sweet’ s harriers with Dick 
Traister, Larry Martin and Bob 
Jarrett right behind them. 
Almost every Wildcat runner im­
proved on his best time over 
Cowell Stadium’ s 4.6 mile 
course.
The varsity and freshmen 
squads will compete in the New 
England Cross Country Meet next 
Thursday at Franklin Park in 
Boston.
FOOTBALL R A LLY  





S K U -B O O T S
For the Entire Family 
Every single boot American made 
Boots that sell elsewhere




WHY PAY M O RE?  
35 BROADWAY OPEN 9 - 9 DOVBt
There will be an important 
meeting of all women in­
terested in competitive swim­
ming on Monday, November 
11, at 6:00 p.m. at the Field 
House Swimming Pool. Meets 
have been scheduled.
7:30
FRI.SAT. I8"15 became a star. Over many nights... a legend
» J  KIM PETER ERNEST 
B j f l  NOVAK - FINCH • BORGNINE
^ 9
—S t a r ts  W e d —




for  seniors in all branches o f  engineering
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WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20




POSITIONS ARE IN THE CAREER C IV IL  SERVICE
(An Equal Opportunity Employer)
to the right where he had only 
the halfback to get by. Bill 
Phillips trailed behind Walsh for 
the pitchout on the option. Since 
the halfback was the outside man 
on defense he had to take Phil­
lips, the outside man for UNH. 
If the halfback had come up on 
Walsh, Eddie would have pitched 
out to Phillips in the clear.
Rhode Island then had to depend 
on someone else to tackle Walsh. 
Because the safety had gone for 
the fullback fake he was out of 
position, and Walsh went the four 
yards into the end zone easily.
Coach Root has designed a 
safety precaution on this play. 
The opposite-side end, in this 
case left end Bob Robichaud, cuts 
right, into the end zone where he 
will be in position to recover any 
fumble for the Wildcats.
Asked if the play worked as it 
should. Coach Jim Root replied, 
“ Yes, it was perfect, just like 
we drew it on the blackboard. 
The safety bit for the fullback 
fake. This was important.”
Kurt Vollherbst’ s PAT was 
the final point in the 27-6 vic­
tory. The scouting reports com­
bined with a look at a slightly 
changed Rhode Island defense in 
the first quarter enable the the 
Wildcat coaching staff and quar­
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Cats face Springfield in Lambert Cup clash
by John Donovan
T he Wildcats entertain the 
Springfield Chiefs tomorrow at 
1:30 in Cowell Stadium and a 
UNH victory could put them on 
or near the top of the Lambert 
Cup ratings.
Springfield (6-1), is rated first 
and New Hampshire (4-2) is rated 
sixth, currently, but since the 
Chiefs have beatenthe four teams 
ranked between UNH and Spring- 
field, a decisive Wildcat win 
would catapult the Durham team 
to a much higher rating.
Usually, but not automatically, 
the Lambert Cup winner receives
a post-season bowl invitation.
Heat coach Jim Root, who said 
he’ s mystified that his team is 
only ranked sixth, hopes the Wild­
cats will prove they are better 
than their sixth place rating.
He expects the Wildcats to be 
in good physical shape. Only 
Chip Breault, who is out for the 
season with three broken ribs, 
will miss the game.
“ Of course a team is hurting 
when it loses a boy like Chip,”  
insisted Root, “ but, just as we 
have had all season, we have an 
able replacement.”
T he replacement isArtRand-
Vince Martino was named to 
this week’ s All Eastern EC AC 
team for his fine performance in 
the Rhode Island game. Martino 
was also named the Yankee Con­
ference defensive player of the 
week.
So far this year two players 
beside Martino have been named 
to the weekly All Eastern EC AC 
team. Defensive tackle AlWitte- 
man got the honor for his action 
against the University of Maine 
and offensive end Bob Robichaud 
got the honor for his fine recep-* 
tions in the Northeastern game.
These honors nominate them 
for the annual EC AC team which 
will be picked at the end of 
the football season.
Roger Weibusch and Greg Ko­
linsky should be given credit for 
fine interceptions Saturday. They 
were able to get back into the 
passing lanes frequently through­
out the game and it was simply 
a matter of being there at the 
right time.
On Weibusch’ s interception, 
credit should be given to Bill 
Spinelli who rushed the quarter­
back with his hands high. This 
forced Caswell to throw a little 
higher than usual and enabled 
Weibusch to intercept.
There will be several pre- 
season hockey scrimages this 
year. The first will be against 
Carling’ s Sem i-Pro Team on 
either November 14 or 15 at 
7:00 pm. The fifteenth is the 
date it was scheduled for but 
because of the Wilson Pickett 
Concert that same evening and 
the fact that the UNH football 
team will be playing UMass the 
next day for the YC champion­
ship, attempts are being made 
to move it to the Thursday night.
The hockey team will also 
play the Concord Eastern Olym­
pics on Nov. 18 and Salem State 
on the 23rd. All three will be at 
Snively Arena at 7:00 pm. The 
first sway game of the schedule 
will be a pre-season game on 
November 26 when they play the 
Eastern Olympics in Concord.
The cost of the scrimmage 
games will be $1.50 for adults 
and $1.00 for students.
There will also be a free 
clinic on November 22 from 7- 
8 pm to explain the rules of 
hockey and the different plays 
in Snively.
Speaking about ticket costs, 
tickets will be on sale at Huddle­
ston Hall for the UMass game. 
The cost here will be $1.75 for 
students and $3.50 if they are 
bought in Amherst. There’ s a 
limited supply of 300 tickets so 
get yours soon.
A football rally will be held 
tonight starting at 6:30 as usual 
at New Hampshire Hall, Next 
week, the rally will be held for 
the UMass game on Thursday 
night so the team can partici­
pate. They’ ll be leaving on Fri­
day for the trip to Amherst,
lett who underwent surgery on his 
right shoulder last spring. The 
speedy junior from Concord has 
rallied strongly, according to 
Root, and will be ready to fill 
Breault’ s position as the team’ s 
second right halfback.
Captain Vince Martino and Carl 
DeFillippi have nursed chronic 
injuries , but are stronger than 
they’ve been all season.
Except for quarterback John 
Greska, the Chiefs have the same 
team that lost to UNH 21-0 last 
year. Greska sat out last season 
with injuries. The Chiefs com­
plement a powerful running game 
with a capable passing attack.
The Chiefs’ two running backs, 
Dave Buddington and Ted Alfen 
are nearing all-time Springfield 
rushing records. Buddington is 
now second in yards gained, and 
Alfen, with 66 points, is second 
in points scored.
Springfield does not have the 
size that Rhode Island and North­
eastern had, but Root pointed 
out that the Chiefs are more 
agile and speedy than the bigger 
teams UNH has played.
Root, pleased with last week’ s 
Wildcat effort, hopes New Hamp­
shire will continue its improve­
ment.
“ Our boys blocked at an effi­
ciency rating of 80% last week,”  
said Root. The week before it 
was 74%. It was lower the week 
before that.”
Cal Wallingford, B ob  Robi­
chaud and Bill Smagula are 
chiefly responsible for the high 
efficiency rating. Wallingford 
and Robichaud blocked their man 
completely out of the play 9 of
every 10 attempts for 90%; Smag­
ula has a rating of 89%.
There will be a meeting of 
the varsity and freshman indoor 
track and field candidates in 
room 151 in the Field House on 
Tuesday, November 12 at 4pm. 
Those who cannot be present 
for the meeting are asked to 
see Coach Sweet earlier in the 
Field Hause in room 117.
C & J
Airport Limousine
SEACOAST REGION -  LOGAN AIRPORT
NEW STUDENT RATES 
One Way Round Trip 
$5.00 $9.00
FOR RESERVATIONS CAU  
DOVER 742-0173 
Portsmouth - Enterprise 8034
Cots open for bowl bid
Andrew Mooradian, UNH athle­
tic director, said yesterday that 
New Hampshire probably would 
not hesitate to accept a post­
season bowl bid at the conclusion 
of the season.
“ We’ re more concerned, right 
now, with winning ou»* final two 
games,”  said Mooradian, “ but 
since the bowls which might in­
vite us are being sponsored by 
the NCAA there is less chance 
of us losing money by playing 
in them.”
Mooradian remarked that tele­
vision rights have been sold for 
the four bowl games in which 
the Wildcats might play, and the 
chance for anyone losing money 
is minimal.
Last year, when the Wildcats 
were in contention for the Tan­
gerine Bowl bid, Mooradian indi­
cated that New Hampshire might 
not have accepted an invitation 
iaecause Massachusetts lost thou­
sands of dollars when they played 
in that bowl three years ago.
Why weren’ t UNH coeds 
allowed to go to the beach un­
chaperoned in 1921? See next 
week’ s NEW HAMPSHIRE for 
the story.
Sunday and Monday
1st Double Feature in 
Franklin History! 
|W.C. Fields Fun Festival 
'The  Bank Dick" 
and
"You Can't Cheat An 
Honest Man"
Starring: W.C. Fields
Shows — 6 :3 0  & 9 :0 5
value
HEAD INTO THE 
HOLIDAYS 
WITH «  USED CAR 
SAVINGS.
1968 — Impala Sport Sedan, V8 - Aut. Pwr. Str. 8,000 miles. 
Balance of Factory Warranty.
1968 — Chevy II Nova, 4 door, 6 cyl. Aut. Trans. 8,000 miles. 
Balance of Factory Warranty.
1965 — Impala 4 dr. Sport Sedan, two to choose from, very 
nice cars - V8, Aut., Pwr. Str.
1965 — Renault Dauphine - 4 door with automatic trans. Very 
well kept - clean car.
1966 — Chevrolet Fleetside - 8 Pick Up in nice condition 
$1,588.
1964 — Chevrolet Fleetside - 8 Pick Up with radio and many 
other extras. $1,088.
1964 — Chevrolet Bel Air - 4 dr. 6 aut. Special at $888.
1963 — Chevrolet Impala - 4 Dr. Sport Sedan, V8, Aut. and 
Pwr. Str. $838.
1962 — Chevrolet 9 Pass. Bel Air Wagon, V8 - Aut. and Pwr. 
Str. $838.
1962 — Chevrolet Bel Air - 4 Dr. 6 Std. $638.
IN IM M EDIATE D ELIVER Y -  BRAND NEW!
1969 — Kingswood Station Wagon, V8, Aut. Pwr. Str. and 
Pwr. Brk.
1969 — Custom Coupe V8 Aut. Pwr. Str.
1969 — Nova 4 Dr. 6 Aut.
1969 — Chevelle 4 Dr. 300 Delux 6 Aut.
Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC. 
78 Exeter Street
Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857  
Telephone: 659-3215
